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Beginning in the 188 0s,1 a series of moralist crusades produced
federal criminal laws banning various alleged vices, or as much
of the vices as the federal government was permitted to ban:
polygamy in American territories (including Uta h , where the
then-polygamous Mormon church chiefly resided), the mail
ing and interstate transportation of lottery tickets, interstate
movement for the purpose of engaging in illicit sex and , most
famously, the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages. These
crusades against plural marriage, gambling, prostitution, and
liquor seem unsurprising to us now. Late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century politics were heavily influenced by Protestant
evangelicals, the primary culture warriors of their day and ours .
That constituency's political clout explains why American crimi
nal law has traditionally been more moralist, more concerned
with stamping out various forms of vice and sin, than the crimi
nal laws of other Western nations. In the United States, theo
logically conservative Protestants have long been a powerful
political force-much more so than elsewhere in the Western
world. Moralist politics follow naturally from a moralist voting
p opulation.
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Except that the voting population is not so moralist as it
seems-or should not be, given its religious beliefs. Theologically
conservative Protestants (a constituency to which we both
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and more culturally liberal cities, which had defined A merican
politics for a generation, appeared to pass from the political
scene. Yet, save for the nationwide ban on alcohol, the federal

belong) believe in a theology that emphasizes grace, not law;

vice laws that the earlier movement had spawned did not pass

their religious convictions ought to incline them toward skepti

from the scene. Instead, the federal law of drugs and gambling

cism about the power of laws and governments to transform cul

continued to expand in the generation after Repeal,3 even as

tures. That was as true a century ago as it is today. Catholicism,

American politics grew more culturally tolerant. Drug laws made

not Protestantism, is the branch of American Christianity that

little difference in this period , but federal gambling laws were

seems most comfortable with legal prohibition of conduct that

taken seriously; the federal law enforcement bureaucracy devoted

the church condemns but that much of the population enjoys

more attention to these laws in the generation after the New Deal

or tolerates. The behavior of those late nineteenth- and early

than before. Both gambling law and associated law enforcement

twentieth-century culture warriors who were quick to translate

appeared to grow more moralist at precisely the time when they

their religious convictions into criminal prohibitions was thus

should have grown more libertarian.

more surprising than it at first appears.
For over a century, Congress has played a major role in the
criminal law of vice, including the law of gambling. This too
should seem strange. Vice markets are traditionally local,2 and
local norms with respect to the relevant vices vary from place to
place. State and (especially) local governments could handle these
subjects as they have historically handled the definition and pun
ishment of violent felonies and felony thefts. Indeed, according
to most theories of federalism, morals crimes like the ones listed
above are precisely the sort of thing that state and local govern
ments should handle so that communities with different moral
visions can live under laws consistent with those visions . To make
this pattern stranger still, the federal criminal law of vice arose
at a time when the federal government was much smaller and its
regulatory power much weaker than today. Congress's author
ity to regulate interstate commerce under the Constitution-the
principal source of Congressional power today, and for most of
American history-was construed quite narrowly throughout the
nineteenth century. The federal government regulated gambling,
prostitution, and the alcohol trade in an era when it regulated
Ii ttIe else.
The puzzles do not stop there. Roughly fifty years after the
antivice crusades that gave rise to federal lottery laws began,
the most important of those crusades-Prohibition-collapsed.
Culture wars politics collapsed with it, or seemed to. The divi
sion between the culturally conservative Protestant countryside

This law enforcement attention did not put a dent in the mar
ket for gambling: the more federal law enforcement expanded,
the more gambling seemed to grow along with it. Of course,
Prohibition had failed to stamp out the liquor trade. Perhaps all
efforts to criminalize popular vices are doomed to failure. But the
criminal law of gambling failed in different ways than Prohibition.
Prohibition's failure was political: voters wrestled with the ques
tion whether criminalizing the alcohol trade was worth the costs
that attended it and changed their minds about the right answer
to that question. With respect to gambling, changed minds did
not lead to changed laws, or not at first-rather, the laws grew
more stringent in the 1 950s and 1960s and were applied more
frequently, but private conduct seemed unaffected. A federal gov
ernment that battled the Depression and won a world war seemed
unable to contain illegal lotteries and bookmaking.
This odd history has an odd coda. Over the course of the last
generation, the culture wars of the 1 92 0 s seemed to reappear;
as in the earlier period, theologically conservative Protestants
have been eager to support criminal prohibitions against a vari
ety of moral wrongs. But in the midst of this resurgent moral
ism, the criminal law of gambling collapsed. Federal gambling
prosecutions all but ceased. State lotteries multiplied, riverboat
and Indian casinos proliferated, and a large and growing mar
ket in Internet gambling arose. The religious right, which hardly
seemed reticent about using law to stamp out immoral conduct,
appeared resigned to-and at times even uninterested in-these
developments.4
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In short, the legal battle against gambling appeared when it

heart," and to "renew a right spirit within me."6 It was his heart's

should not have, was nationalized when it ought to have remained

inclination and disposition, not the particular sin, that most con

local, survived even though a similar moral crusade had just been

cerned him.

rejected by overwhelming majorities, proved ineffective notwith

If sin is a disposition rather than a discrete event, legal regula

standing increased enforcement resources, and collapsed just

tion would seem to be an unlikely savior. Law deals with events

when moralist politics were reviving. What explains this strange

not the inclinations of human hearts, which are unknowable by

story, and what can we learn from it?

human judges and juries. Plus, law is in the business of drawing
lines, separating innocent from guilty, distinguishing those who

A Surprising Story

must pay damages from those who escape legal liability. Yet the

These five puzzles-the rise of gambling prohibition, the focus

disposition to sin is universal. The Bible emphasizes this point by

on federal law, the persistence and expansion of federal gambling

showing that even its heroes are criminals: Abraham was a cow

law after Prohibition was abandoned, the ineffectiveness of fed

ard, Jacob a liar and fraud, David an adulterer and a murderer;

eral law enforcement, and the lower priority with the religious

Moses likewise had a homicide to his account. These tendencies

right of a vice that once was at the core of its political agenda

did not disappear after Christ came. Paul was responsible for the

la rgely define the history of the criminal law of gambling. Below,

stoning of Stephen-the first Christian who was martyred for

we unpack these questions. In the course of the unpacking, we

professing his faith-and for Christians, it is hard to imagine a

draw some lessons about the nature of the Christian right and

worse crime. Ours is not a creed that fits naturally with the enter

its relationship to law and politics, about the role of federal law

prise of using law to separate the virtuous from the vicious. The

in resolving contentious moral issues, and about the ability of

disease is too pervasive and runs too deep.

criminal law enforcement to shape private conduct.

The Late Nineteenth- Century Rise of Gambling
Prohibition
The late nineteenth-century Protestant evangelical campaign

American law itself long reflected this sensibility, as evidenced
by its treatment of two of the sins that come closest to a p erson's
heart: disloyalty and dishonesty. Start with disloyalty. Christians
worship a Savior who was betrayed by one close at hand, one
who owed him fidelity. A Christianized legal system might be

against gambling is more than a little surprising given the

expected to include strong legal obligations of loyalty and severe

Protestant conception of sin. Protestants view sin as a singular

penalties for treachery. But duties of loyalty were rare in nine

noun: a disposition, not a discrete event. One reason Protestants

teenth-century American law, and penalties for betrayal rarer

do not confess sins to a priest as Catholics do is the Protestant

still. Similarly, the Bible calls Satan "the father of lies" (John

belief in the priesthood of all believers. Jesus, the one who "has

8:44); a mostly Christian nation might be expected to criminally

made us to be a kingdom and priests," is for Protestants both

punish dishonesty of many different sorts. Yet until well into the

necessary and sufficient to mediate between the individual and

twentieth century, lies told in court on the witness stand were the

God.s But another reason is the Protestant belief that the individ

only significant class of falsehoods that yielded criminal penal

ual wrongs we commit are merely symptoms. The disease is the

ties . Fraud-meaning, basically, stealing money through deceit

underlying disposition-and the disease matters far more than

was defined so narrowly at common law that proving it was all

any of its symptoms. By disposition, Protestants mean something

but impossible.

like motivation, but it is deeper than that: it is more like incli

If we consider the general orientation of criminal law, we

nation, the direction in which and the object toward which (or

fi nd the same pattern. Motive is the legal concept that most

toward whom) one's heart inclines. After David committed adul

nearly conforms to the idea o f the heart's disposition or inclina

tery with Bathsheba, he begged God to "create in me a clean

tion. I n a legal system that sought to criminalize sin, defendants'
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motives-the reasons why they committed their crimes-should

much of the century. In Seven Lectures to Young Men on Various

be central to the definition of criminal offenses. Yet nineteenth

Subjects, for example, the Reverend Henry Ward Beecher, father

century criminal law looked to defendants' motive only as a

of Harriet Beecher Stowe and himself a well-known evangelist,

means of excusing criminal defendants, not as a justification

had warned that gambling "destroys all domestic habits and

for condemning them. (The primary example of an exculpatory

affections" and that gamblers "will stake their property, their

motive is self-preservation: the defenses of necessity, duress, and

wives, their children, and themselves ."g There were complicating

self-defense all permitted defendants to commit what would

factors, to be sure. The threats to vulnerable youth were identi

otherwise be criminal acts in order to protect themselves from

fied with the urban Northeast, which had seen a large influx of

harm-which hardly reflects Christian norms of self-sacrifice.)

immigrants. Most of the immigrants were Catholic, and the anti

On a wide range of issues, nineteenth-century A merican law

gambling campaign was tinged at times with anti-Catholicism .

was decidedly libertarian, not moralist. Nor is the connection

B u t the concerns were genuine; the issue was n o t simply a cover

between Christians and this libertarian stance accidental: the

for religious or ethnic bigotry. To its proponents, vice regulation

law's libertarianism and related peculiarities were often attrib

would safeguard the morals of the American people and thereby

uted to America's Christian past.?

keep them free.

Why, then, did Protestant evangelicals become so concerned

The campaign to criminalize gambling and other vice was

in the late nineteenth century to criminalize what appear to be

part of a larger vision. Nineteenth-century Protestant evangelical

low-level wrongs like gambling? Part of the answer lies in the

activism is often portrayed as having been obsessed with personal

historical moment when gambling prohibition took hold. The

virtue but less interested in economic issues.9 This is to project

principal gambling prohibitions, such as the federal laws that

the present back upon the past. To nineteenth-century evangeli

criminalized lotteries in 189 0 and 1 8 95, arose in the generation

cals, gambling, prostitution, and the liquor trade were economic

after the Civil War and Reconstruction at a time when law and

issues-and economic issues, in turn, were moral issues; the divi

government seemed able to accomplish a great deal more than

sion between the two is an artifact of our intellectual world, not

had seemed possible a few decades earlier. Like other Americans,

theirs. Vice happens in markets, with buyers and sellers: or, to

Protestant evangelicals were optimistic about law's potential for

prohibitionists, with victims and the victimizers who tempted

good. This optimism was directed toward vices like gambling,

them. The people who made the most money from these trades

prostitution, and alcohol because these vices could be defined (it

seemed guilty of exploiting society'S most vulnerable members:

was easy to identify just what the misbehavior was), because they

factory workers drinking or gambling away their paychecks and

seemed unconnected to other legitimate conduct, and because

starving their families, young girls lured into prostitution by dire

like sin more generally-they seemed to enslave those who par

economic circumstances, and so on. To voters and politicians

ticipated in them.
This last point is particularly important. The rhetoric of abo
litionism, stressing the evils of slavery and the moral imperative

alike, issues like these seemed more analogous to antitrust, rail
road regulation, and labor law than to the laws against homicide,
assault, and theft.

to free those in bondage, ran through all the antivice movements

This explains why so much of the political rhetoric of antivice

of late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Gambling was

crusades focused on the money made from the trade, not on the

no exception: prohibitions sought not so much to punish vice as

vices themselves-and also why so much of the political argu

to protect its victims, to save them from the dangerous scoun

ment surrounding the Sherman Act, the Interstate Commerce

drels who tempted them to a life of dissipation. The late nine

Act, and other economic regulatory legislation sounds, to twenty

teenth-century crusades against gambling picked up on themes

first-century ears, remarkably moralist. Contemporary antitrust

that had been sounded in literature and in moralistic prose for

law stresses economic efficiency and maximizing consumer
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choice. Those were not the goals of the early trustbusters. Rather,

Bryan did not figure in the debates that led to the 1 8 9 0 and

they sought to impose higher moral standards on those whom

1 8 95 gambling laws, largely due to the timing of his congressio

Theodore Roosevelt called "ma lefactors of great wealth ." The

nal service. He served two terms in the House of Representatives

language is not so different from the terms used to characterize

in the early 189 0 s-just after the first lottery bill was enacted and

those who ran illegal lotteries or the liquor industry that fought

j ust before the secondP But he spoke out against gambling and

to maintain urban saloons.

in favor of gambling prohibition in the decades that followed.

In all these areas, rural populists and progressives sought to

In a speech to Nebraska's constitutional convention in 1 920, for

regulate the behavior of wealthy market actors in order to protect

instance, he tOld the delegates that "I hope the constitution you

their poorer customers from exploitation. Notice again the tim

are writing will put the seal of its condemnation upon all forms

ing of the passage of the two main federal gambling laws of this

of gambling . . . . Chance should not be allowed to be substituted

period: the law banning the sending of lottery tickets through
the mails was passed in 1 8 9 0 , three years after the Interstate
Commerce Act-the first major federal railroad rate regula
tion-and the same year as the Sherman Act. The law banning
inters tate transportation of lottery tickets was passed in 1 8 95 by
a Congress that included the largest number of Populists in that
movement's history.
Each of these issues was a signature theme for William
Jennings Bryan, the Populist leader, three-time Democratic presi
dential nominee, secretary of state, and most famous Protestant
evangelical of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Bryan was a leading proponent of antivice laws; he later became
a leading supporter of Prohibition because of his concerns about
its effects on ordinary Americans. While "Anti-Saloon League
Literature was filled with drawings of swarthy, mustachioed men
luring fair-haired Americans into their lethal enterprises," as
Bryan's biographer puts it, " Bryan avoided such nativist libels
and kept his focus squarely on the capitalists, regardless of eth
nicity, who 'impoverish the poor and multiply their sufferings'
and 'increase the death rate among the children.' "1 0 Bryan also
campaigned against the corporate trusts that dominated many
industries, complaining that they stifled individual opportunity
and forced consumers to pay unconscion ably high prices . " There
can be no good monopoly in private hands," Bryan warned in
the 1 8 9 0 s, "until the Almighty sends us angels to preside over
the monopoly." Bryan called for aggressive regulation of the rail
roads for the same reasons, and for a time even advocated gov
ernment ownership.ll Bryan's career suggests that the politics of
vice were more linked with the politics of business regulation
than we tend to imagine.

for honest industry; or children should know from their youth
that there is at least one state in this union that makes no dis
crimination between kinds of gambling, high or low, la rge or
small, but that all gambling is prohibited in Nebraska as far as
law can prevent it."13
In theory, religious voters who were concerned with the temp
tations vice markets create might have advocated civil regulation
of gambling (or of some forms of gambling, such as the state lot
teries) rather than criminal prohibition. But from the perspective
of the time , civil regulatory legislation was a strange concept.
The common law-doctrines inherited from England, made
by judges, and developed by American courts throughout the
nineteenth century-governed disputes between private parties
(what lawyers call "private law " ) , including large corporations.
Legislators attended to the relationship between those same pri
vate parties and the government: "public law," to use the standard
legal terminology. There were two chief bodies of public law in
the late n ineteenth century: criminal law and the law of taxation.
The idea of civil government regulation, with legislatures and
expert administrative agencies defining liability rules and enforc
ing those rules through mechanisms like corporate fines-a regu
latory model that became quite common in the last two-thirds
of the twentieth century-was, for the most part, foreign to
this period. The few regulatory statutes that Congress did enact
were anchored in the criminal law: criminal prosecutions were
the Interstate Commerce Commission's chief enforcement tool,
and the Sherman Act criminalized monopolization of A merican
industries. Even as late as the 1 93 0s, New Deal regulatory stat
utes invariably included criminal penalties for noncompliance.
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Several of the key Supreme Court cases testing the constitutional

poor, tempting them into beh avior harmful to themselves and

ity of New Deal statutes were criminal prosecutions.

to their families. The spirit of the late nineteenth-century law of

Of course, civil lawsuits were a possibility; in addition to

vice seems to us moralistic, and it was-though no more so than

criminal penalties, the Sherman Act provided for suits for treble

was true of antitrust or railroad regulation. Likewise, the spirit

d amages against would-be monop olists. But this would have been

of vice laws of the same period seems to us punitive, but it was

a foolhardy strategy for legislators and judges seeking to rein in

not: the goal was more to protect the vulnerable than to punish

vice markets. Since buyers and sellers alike were viewed, under

those who exploited the m .

the legal standards of the time, as voluntary participants in those
markets, they assumed the risk of any harms that came their

Federalism and Vice

way. Plus, many judges would have held that gamblers, drinkers,

T hen-Professor, now-Judge Michael McConnell famously argued

customers of prostitutes, or the prostitutes themselves-the chief

for using state law, not federal law, to regulate ordinary vices:

victims of nineteenth-century vice markets-came to the court
house with "unclean hands" and so could not seek legal remedies
for their victimization. The spouses and families of working-class
gamblers and drinkers and "johns" might have argued that the
relevant vice markets deprived them of life's necessities (a point
that prohibitionists frequently stressed). But according to the
governing legal doctrines of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, the sellers of the relevant products and services owed
no legal duty to their customers' families. Doctrines like assump
tion of risk, "unclean hands," and narrow understandings of the
scope of legal duty ensured that no pla intiffs could bring valid
legal claims.14
Legislators or judges might have changed these legal doc
trines . But that kind of change was nearly unimaginable in the
legal world of a century ago. Before the New Deal, common-law
doctrines like the ones mentioned in the preceding paragraph
occupied a more exalted place in legal consciousness than they
do today. Some judges believed that legislation overturning well
established common-law rules was unconstitutional because
"due process of law" entitled every citizen to the full range of
common-law rights and protections.!5 That and similar views
tended to push legislators eager to do something about gambling
and other vice markets toward criminal prohibition.
So criminal laws banning gambling and other vices arose for
much the same reason that laws regulating railroads and other
powerful corporations arose: partly from the belief that crimi
nal law was the only regulatory tool available and partly from a
sense that the unscrupulous rich were exploiting the vulnerable

Assume that there are only two states, with equal populations of 100
each. Assume further that 70 percent of State A, and only 40 percent
of State B, wish to outlaw smoking in public buildings. The others
are opposed. If the decision is made on a national basis by a majority
rule, 1 1 0 people will be pleased, and 90 displeased. If a separate deci
sion is made by majorities in each state, 130 will be pleased, and only
70 displeased. The level of satisfaction will be still greater if some
smokers in State A decide to move to State B, and some anti-smokers
in State B decide to move to State A. In the absence of economies of
scale in government services, significant externalities, or compelling
arguments from justice, this is a powerful reason to prefer decen
tralized government. States are preferable governing units to the
federal government, and local government to states. Modern public
choice theory provides strong support for the framers' insight on this
point.16

This argument for state power as a means of maximizing
preference satisfaction is pa rticularly strong with respect to
issues about which people in different regions and jurisdictions
disagree-as was the case with gambling in the late nineteenth
century when Congress enacted the first federal antilottery laws.
McConnell's argument was familiar to the politicians and law
yers who debated those laws (as his essay shows, the argument
was equally familiar in Madison's day ) . In Champion

v.

Ames,

Chief Justice Melville Fuller used a version of it to argue in his
dis senting opinion that the federal law banning interstate trans
portation of lottery tickets was unconstitutionalP
Fuller added an argument that was common in Supreme
Court decisions a century ago: that the federal government was
not permitted to regulate matters that had traditionally been
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reserved to the states. Legal regulation of public mora ls, as in

their fellow citizens-including those in other jurisdictions-are

the federal antilottery laws, plainly fell within that category. In

lighting up.

1 9 03, when Fuller pressed these arguments, the federal govern

Take these points in turn. Since the end of Reconstruction,

ment regulated very little, pa rtly because many politicians agreed

the constitutional power "to regulate commerce with foreign
nations, and among the several states, and with Indian tribes" 19

with his view that the Constitution gave Congress only a small
measure of power over the nation's economy (and essentially

has been the chief source of congressional power to enact regula

no power over anything else). It was also a time when federal

tory legislation. Most Progressive-Era legislation was based on

judges-definitely including Supreme Court justice s-were more

the commerce power, as were the key pieces of the New Deal

than willing to strike down federal laws that, in the judges' view,

and the federal statutes regu lating health, safety, and the envi

exceeded that narrowly circumscribed constitutional authority.

ronment. Antivice legislation like the federal lottery statutes and

A few years before the decision in Champion, the justices had

the Mann Act (which forbade interstate transportation with the

invalidated the federal income tax; a few years later, they over

intent to engage in illicit sex) fall within the same legal tradition.

turned the federal government's ban on child labor.18

Politically, the most important feature of such laws may be their

Why was federal gambling legislation enacted in this envi

moralism-but legally, the crucial fact is. that the vice markets

ronment that seemed so u n friendly to it, and why was the leg

they regulate are markets. Gambling is commerce, and some of

islation upheld by the courts? There are three answers. The first

that commerce takes place "a mong the several states." This sim

concerns a peculiar feature of American constitutional law: the

ple fact made the federal law of gambling possible.

power to regulate interstate commerce could be used to prohibit

One more step was necessary to justify federal laws l ike the

small slices-the portion that could be characterized as involv

ones bann ing interstate lotteries and the so-called white slave

ing interstate commerce-of large vice markets. That is exactly

traffic (the Mann Act was popularly known as the White Slave

what Congress did with its two lottery laws in the 1 8 9 0 s and

Traffic Act). When James Madison and his contemporaries wrote

again with prostitution in the Mann Act in 1 9 1 0 . Which leads

and ratified the Constitution, they probably intended that the

to the second answer: A century ago, as today, the number of

commerce power would distinguish between lines of business

federal agents and prosecutors was small-far too small to tackle

that are and are not subject to federal power. The transporta

sizeable vice markets. Given the federal criminal justice system's

tion of goods and people could be regulated; local manufactur

small size, federal lawmakers knew that broad prohibitions

ing and mining operations could not. Pre-New Deal law drew

would be enforced selectively, which made criminal prohibi

many such lines.20 But Madison and his colleagues did not antici

tions more politically attractive than they otherwise would have

pate statutes like the anti lottery laws and the Mann Act. At the

been. Federal criminal lawmaking was common in large part

time those statutes were passed, the large majority of gambling

because it was cheap from the point of view of the politicians

transactions were local (this is less true in the age of Internet

who defined federal crimes. The third answer concerns the char

gambling). The same was a nd is true of the market for prosti

acter of American politics. Throughout our nation's history, con

tution, the chief subject of the Mann Act. But a small slice of

tested moral issues have always moved from the state and local

those markets-the transportation of lottery tickets printed in

levels to national politics; such issues are not resolved locally, as

one jurisdiction and sold in another, the transportation of prosti

McConnell's federalism argument suggests they should be. When

tutes or their customers from one state to another-crossed state

resolving those issues, voters pay attention to moral principle,

borders. Could Congress ban that small slice-the "federal" part

not just self-interest. In McConnell's example in the quoted pas

of the m arket-while leaving the rest to the states? The legally

sage above, a large fraction of the voters who want to see smok

correct answer was far from obvious. In Champion, Fuller's dis

ing banned would be displeased by the knowledge that some of

sent argued that regulatory power was indivisible: that i f states
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had the power either to promote or to forbid lotteries (as they

issue in the mid-nineteenth century, politicians seeking and hold

plainly did), the federal government could not interfere with that

ing federal office have been eager to take sides in the culture wars

power by banning only a portion of the lottery market. Fuller's

of the moment. A standard debate typically ensues. O ne side

position was probably the conventional wisdom among lawyers

argues for tolerance and local control: live and let live; allow peo

of the time. But it lost: federal bans of small portions of large

ple in different parts of the country to resolve the relevant issue

markets were deemed permissible in Champion, largely because
the banned conduct was so morally problematic. 21

argues for a nationwide policy-often largely symbolic-because

This legal principle was crucial, for it permitted members of

of the crucial nature of the moral interests at stake. Abra ham

differently, according to their own preferences. The other side

Congress to legislate in this area without preempting state legis

Lincoln and Stephen Douglas made precisely those arguments as

lation or local law enforcement. The federal lottery laws laid the

they battled for an Illi nois Senate seat in 1858 . Lincoln sought a

foundation for the oddly designed federal criminal justice system.

clear national policy to put slavery on a path toward extinction;

Instead of allocating some crimes to state law and others to federal

Douglas contended that North and South could have different

law, the federal criminal code mostly covers state-law crimes with

policies, that what happened to blacks south of the Ohio River or

an interstate commerce element: some person or thing crossed a

west of the Missis sippi was no business of Illinois voters. D ouglas

state border, or the crime victim ran an interstate business, or the

won that election, but Lincoln won the argument.

crime itself affected interstate commerce in a significant wayY

This argument has played out repeatedly over the past cen

Robbery, extortion, fraud, racketeering, the possession or sale of

tury and a half, usually with Lincoln's side winning the day.

illegal drugs-these are the staples of federal criminal litigation,

Slavery in the 1 8 50s, ga mbling in the 1 8 90s, prostitution in the

a nd all are crimes under state law as well. Within the criminal

1 9 105, alcohol in the 1 9 205 a nd early 1 9 30 s , abortion and gay

justice system, the line between federal and state power is not

rights in our own time-all these issues prompted large-scale dis

drawn crime by crime , but case by case-usually based on the

agreement; voters in di fferent parts of the country reacted differ

presence or absence of a tie to interstate commerce.

ently to them. According to the Madisonian theory of federalism,

This feature of the system made federal criminal laws cheap

those issues ought to have been resolved locally. Douglas-style

from the perspective of the politicians who enacted them-the

live-and-let-live arguments would maximize the number of vot

second reason gambling regulation went federal . In 1 9 1 0 , fif

ers living under rules they find congenial, as Judge McConnell

teen years after the second of the two federal lottery laws were

correctly noted. But those arguments regularly lose i n A merican

enacted, the federal government accounted for a mere 3 percent

politics; all the issues listed above were eventually governed , at

of the nation's prison population: fewer than two thousand fed

least in part, by federal law. All were major issues in elections for

eral prisoners in alP] Federal criminal statutes like the lottery

federal office. Like Lincoln, many American voters-especially

laws and the Mann Act were la rgely symbolic: there were few

those who hold strong religious convictions-see such issues not

federal prosecutions, because there were few federal officials to

as appropriate subjects for tradeoff and compromise but as mat

bring them.24 This fact made it easy to win support for federal

ters of moral principle. O ne does not compromise with evil.

criminal prohibitions and hard to mount opposition to them.

Ironically, the federal resolutions of these various issues usu

Which leads to the last and most important reason for the

ally do involve a large measure of compromise-but the com

federal ban on interstate lotteries: the voters who supported the

promise is hidden. The small number of federal agents and

ban cared about the symbolism and the moral ideals behind the

prosecutors means that federal bans on popular vices are rarely

ban, not about their own material well-being. Moral principle

enforced in a consistent and systematic fashion. The vast major

motivated them, not personal economic interest. This is a long

ity of those who enjoy the relevant behavior will continue to do

standing theme in American politics . Since the rise of the slavery

so without the interference of federal officials, even after a federal
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ban is enacted. The nature of the compromise is not severe rules in

whose hand is against every man's"-a reference that linked the

some places and lax rules in others; rather, the usual bargain on
contested moral issues combines universally severe federal rules
with lax federal enforcement. The federal lottery laws helped to
establish that pattern .
Only twice in the last century and a half did federal politi
cians deviate from the pattern: during Reconstruction, when the
federal government sought ( briefly) to systematically enforce laws
protecting the rights of ex-slaves in the South, and again during
Prohibition, when federal officials tried and failed to stamp out
the alcohol trade in the United States. 2 5 Both times, the side that
sought aggressive enforcement lost-and paid a large political
price for the defeat. Politicians noticed. That is why the unprin
cipled, under-the-table compromise between seemingly strong
legal bans and weak or inconsistent enforcement survives in fed
eral criminal law today. This compromise, in turn, makes federal
criminal prohibitions all too tempting, both for politicians and
for moralist voters.

The Survival of Gambling Prohibition after Alcohol
Prohibition Collapsed
For the politicians and religious voters who had led the band
wagon for criminalizing vice, Repeal was the great chastening.
In 1 93 3 , a mere thirteen years after its triumphant passage,
Prohibition collapsed. Alcohol use was more widely tolerated
than it had been before the legal ban. Criminalizing vice seemed
to be a losing strategy. The passing from the scene of leading
culture warriors like William Jennings Bryan served to accent
the point: Bryan's death shortly after the Scopes trial in 1 9 25 is
often identified as the date when Protestant evangelicals turned
away from politics. 26 Given these developments, the same politi
cal wave that ended Prohibition should have brought down the
federal criminal law of gambling. Why didn't it?
One answer is that New Deal-era politics were more reli
gious-more "Bryanite"-than they seem in retrospect. No one
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bastard son of Abraham to the utility magnate Samuel Insull,
whose spectacular collapse threatened the savings of ordinary
investors who had bought his companies' bonds.27 In his first
inaugural address the following year, Roosevelt proclaimed that
the "practices of the unscrupulous money changers stand indicted
in the court of public opinion, rejected by the hearts and minds
of men." Because they had "fled from their high seats in the
temple of our civilization," he continued, "we may now restore
that temple to the ancient truths ." 2 8 The corporate and financial
misconduct that Roosevelt denounced in such biblical terms bore
an unmistakable resemblance to gambling and had long been
analogized to gambling. For an administration committed to
making the capital markets safe for ordinary investors by polic
ing "corners" and other market manipulation, rolling back the
federal laws against gambling would have seemed incongruous,
and would have sent a contradictory message.
To put the point another way, the moralist politics that led
to the federal lottery laws of the 18 9 0 s did not disappear after
Repeal; rather, that politics migrated to other territory. Federal
regulation of banking and the securities markets derived from
the same moralist impulses, and were supported by the same vot
ers, as the lottery bans.29 The p olitics of gambling morphed for a
time into the politics of financial regulation.
Something similar happened with respect to gambling itself
the kind gamblers engage in, not the kind stock traders do. The
criminal law of gambling became, even more than it already was,
an aspect of the law of business regulation. State laws grew more
lenient: Nevada legalized casino gambling in 1 93 1 , and ten more
states repealed at least some of their criminal prohibitions of the
practice beginning in 1 9 3 3 . In a majority of the states that con
tinued to criminalize the practice, enforcement all but ceased.
This was natural: the federal government was the most aggres
sive regulator of business, not the states.
At the federal level, the lottery laws survived but were mean

had replaced Bryan himself, but Populist-inflected religious

ingless, either because few lottery tickets were shipped across

themes lingered in A merican political discourse. In one of the most

state lines or because federal prosecutors no longer tried to find

important economic speeches of his 1 932 campaign, Franklin D .
Roosevelt aligned himself in opposition t o the "Ishmael o r Insull

the ones that were. The chief federal gambling prohibition during
the 1 93 0 s and 1940s came from the Federal Trade Commission ,
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an agency charged with the job of regulating business in order

the opinions in Schechter Poultry emphasized. The FTC banned

to prevent unfair methods of competition or, as the FTC cus

"oppressive" or "fraudulent " or "abus[ive]" conduct (the lan

tomarily calls them, unfair trade practices. During the Hoover

guage comes from Justice Cardozo's concurring opinion)-that

Admi nistration, the FTC ruled that selling goods through

is, it banned conduct that was morally wrong. The N R A codes

"games of chance" constituted such an unfair trade practice. The

banned morally neutral or even admirable conduct: in Schechter

first case challenging that rule, Federal Trade Comm'n

Poultry, the owners of a chicken slaughterhouse were convicted

v.

R . F.

Keppel & Bro.,30 involved the sale of so-called break and take

of ten misdemeanor counts for permitting buyers to select indi

candy. The packages, which sold for a penny, had less than a

vidual chickens for purchase, rather than selling the chickens in

penny's worth of candy-but one of every thirty packages con

bulk as the governing NRA code required.34

tained both candy and a p enny. Other packages sometimes had

Something similar happened in several other Court deci

prizes or tickets inside. These marketing devices were especially

sions invalidating New Deal legislation. The plaintiff in Panama

popular with children.

R efining Co.

v.

Ryan35 sued to enjoin prosecution for the "crime"

In Keppel, the candy manufacturer correctly noted that its

of selling more oil than the relevant industry code allowed; the

marketing scheme involved no deception, and that competitors

code was designed to limit supply and hence to prop up the price

were free to adopt similar schemes in resp onse. Consequently,

of oil. The defendant in United States v. Butler36 was a cotton pro

the manufacturer argued, the scheme introduced no unfairness

cessor charged with a tax under the first Agricultural Adjustment

into the competitive process . The FTC did not disagree with the

Act; the real parties in interest were the cotton growers who were

manufacturer's claims-rather, it defended the ban on moral

denied federal subsidies-in effect forcing them from the mar

grounds:3! the banned conduct amounted to a lottery in disguise,

ket-unless they limited the amount of cotton their farms pro

and lotteries were contrary to public morals; worse, these lot

duced. Chicken sellers were penalized for accommodating chicken

tery-like sales were often made to children. The Supreme Court

buyers, sellers of oil were punished for selling too much oil, and

upheld the ban unanimously, noting that the marketing practice

cotton farmers for growing too much cotton: hardly the sort of

in question "employs a device whereby the amount of the return

immoral business practices that Populists like William Jennings

[customers] receive from the expenditure of money is made to

Bryan and Progressives like Theodore Roosevelt had condemned.

depend upon chance. Such devices have met with condemnation

The gap between the collusive regulation of the NRA and the

throughout the community."32 The requisite "condemnation"

AAA, designed not to punish wrongdoing but to put more money

was not economic; it was moral.

in businessmen's pockets, and the moralist rhetoric used to jus

That moral condemnation was crucial to the outcome of the
case. Sixteen months after Keppel was handed down, the Court

tify that regulation had more than a little to do with the Supreme
Court's initial hostility to the New Deal. 37

issued another, more famous unanimous decision in Schechter

No such gap appeared in the cases challenging the FTC's ban

United States.33 Schechter Poultry invalidated

on lotteries and gambling-like marketing practices. Consequently,

the National Industrial Recovery Act, the New Deal legislation

a federal judiciary that was eager to strike down innovative

Poultry Corp.

v.

that authorized the writing of industry codes of conduct for the

forms of business regulation found no difficulty enforcing this

sale of a wide range of products bought and sold in interstate

particular innovation. The FTC appears to have enforced its ban

commerce. The government defended the NRA codes by relying,

regularly and, so far as One can tell from the available materials,

in part, on Keppel: just as the FTC had broad authority to define

successfully. Moralist regulation of gambling survived, and sur

"unfair methods of competition," so the industry representatives

vived at the federal level, both because it was moralist-the regu

who wrote the code for sale of poultry had similarly broad dis

lation's rationale rested on the moral condemnation of games of

cretion for the same end. But the codes were very different, as

chance-and because it took the form of business regulation.
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The Ineffectiveness of Federal Law Enforcement

committee hearings were A merica's first real look at the Mafia.

Beginning in 1 951 , both the federal criminal law of gambling
and the resources and energy devoted to enforcing it expanded.
Tougher laws and tougher enforcement, taken together, sound
like a recipe for law enforcement success. But the gambling laws
of the 1 950s and 1 960s failed , and failed badly.
The core reason for the failure was indirection. Before the
1 950s, the criminal law of gambling targeted gambling; after
that date, the law targeted a particular class of gamblers: chiefly
Mafia bosses who ran numbers rackets in cities across the coun
try. The difference sounds small, even trivial-of course gam
bling prosecutions target gamblers; what else are prosecutors
supposed to do? But this is more than semantics: there is a real
and important difference between using criminal law to define
crimes and using it to punish particular criminals. A merican
criminal law bega n to shift its focus in the mid-twentieth cen
tury from the first purpose to the second. The consequences of
this change have been enormous. The criminal law of gambling
played a significant part in it.
The story starts with Estes Kefauver, one of the more inter
esting characters in the history of American politics. In 1 950
Kefauver was in the second year of his first term in the United
States Senate. He gained his seat by beating Tom Stewart, a two
term Tennessee senator who first won fame as the lead prosecutor
in the Scopes trial. 38 In five terms in the House of Representatives,
Kefauver's signature issue had been corporate misconduct; he
sought more aggressive enforcement of the antitrust laws. But
antitrust was not an issue on which to build

a

national political

career in mid-twentieth-century America. So, early in his first
term in the Senate, Kefauver persuaded the Democratic leader
ship to let him chair a committee investigating interstate gam
bling. Kefauver was given the job because it was thought that
he would not make waves. S enate Republicans were eager to use
the inquiry to examine corrupt urban Democratic machines;
Kefauver's job was to head them off.39
He did not do his job. Kefauver mostly did what Republicans
wanted, highlighting links between organized crime and big-city
politicians and police officials, nea rly all of them Democrats.
But his chief focus was neither cops nor politicians. Rather, his
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Kefauver took the committee on the road, visiting fourteen cit
ies and generating headlines wherever he went. His timing was
good: television was coming into widespread use in America at
that time, and the networks were scrambling to fill the airspace
with programming. Kefauver's hearings were a godsend for
the network s . The country watched, especially when the hear
ings moved to New York in Ma rch 1 9 51 . Kefauver drew more
viewers than that year's World Series, and more than the Army
McCarthy hearings that brought down the Wisconsin senator
three years later.40
The Kefauver committee drew two crucial links: one between
illegal gambling and Mafia bosses like Fra nk Costello (head of
the Genovese family in New York and the committee's star wit
ness), and another between those Mafia bosses and the local poli
ticians whose protection they needed and bought. Members of
Congress were not eager to expand the criminal liability of fellow
p oliticians, but they were happy to go after Mafia dons. In 1 951 ,
Congress criminalized the interstate shipment of a wide variety
of gambling-related paraphernalia, including slot machines.41
In 1 9 6 1 , in response to lobbying from Robert Kennedy'S Justice
Department, Congress added two more criminal prohibitions to
the prosecutors' arsenal: a b a n on gambling transactions using
interstate phone lines and the Travel Act, which bars crossing a
state line with the intent to violate state laws banning gambling,
extortion, or blackmai1.42
Until the 1 9 80s-well after the passage of the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act in 1 970-these stat
utes were the chief legal means of attacking the Mafia, which
became a major federal enforcement priority.43 Since the laws in
question were designed to m ake proof of guilt easy, nea rly all
federal prosecutions were successful. Yet these antigambling laws
failed spectacularly: both the Mafia and illegal gambling thrived
during these years.
To see why, consider the difference between the Mafia fami
lies that federal prosecutors targeted in the generation after
World War II and the candy manufacturers and grocery stores
the FTC targeted in the 1 9 30 s and 1 94 0 s . The latter were legiti
mate businesses that violated particular legal rules. The former
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were criminal enterprises; their very existence constituted a crim

sell-and the greatest willingness to sell it. The reverse is also

inal conspiracy. Legal businesses form in order to share informa

true: those members of the criminal enterprise who have little

tion and thereby reduce transaction costs. Criminal enterprises

information to sell or who refuse to sell what they have, often

form in order to hide information-as a means of monitoring

out of loyalty to their friends and lovers (girlfriends of drug deal

their members' silence and of shielding one another, and espe
criminal punishment. Police and prosecutors have a limited array

ers regularly serve long prison terms for failing to testify against
their boyfriends), receive the least favorable bargains. Big fi sh
can usually hand over still bigger fish, and so escape punishment

of tools for gathering the evidence that criminal enterprises seek

themselves. Less prominent-and less culpable-defendants have

to conceal The FBI is constrained in its ability to tap phones and

less leverage, and so may face worse punishment.

cially shielding the men at the top of the organization chart, from

bug offices as it wishes. Under Miranda doctrine, a suspect savvy

The third problem is the most serious. Over time, the dom

enough to use the magic words upon his arrest- " I want to see a

ino tactic makes criminal l aw strategic. Lawmakers come to

lawyer"-cannot be questioned by the police. The upshot is that

see criminal statutes not as legal rules but as prosecutors' tools,

defendants, especially high-ranking ones, cannot be convicted

a nd prosecutors come to see those statutes solely as means of

without the testimony of other members of the orga nization.

achieving desired litigation outcomes. A speech by then-Attorney

Punishing the men who ran major gambling enterprises required

General John Ashcroft captures the sensibility:

threatening their underlings not just with criminal liability (the
foot soldiers who ran the numbers business were used to that),
but with the kind of liability that leads to the severest possible
sanctions. The law must overpunish the small fry in order to land
the big fish.
This proposition became law enforcement conventional wis
dom in the 1 950s and 1 960s and has remained so ever since.
Over the course of the last half century, federal criminal law has
become more and more focused on organized crime: Mafia fami
lies, drug-dealing gangs, terrorist cells. The standard approach
in all these settings is the one fi rst crafted in gambling cases: roll
up the organization from the bottom. Line up the dominoes-the

Attorney General [Ro bert) Kennedy made no apologies for using all
of the available resources in the law to d isrupt and dismantle orga
nized crime networks . Very often, prosecutors were aggressive, using
obscure statutes to arrest and detain suspected mobsters. One rack
eteer and h is father were indicted for lying on a federal home loan
application. A former gunman for the Capone mob was brought to
court on a violation of the Migratory Bird Act. Agents found 563
game birds in his freezer-a mere 539 birds over the limit . . . .
Robert Kennedy's Justice Department, it is said, would arrest
mobsters for "spitting on the sidewalk" if it would help in the battle
against organized crime. It has been and will be the policy of this
Department of Justice to use the same aggressive arrest and detention
tactics in the War on terror.44

first one to fall fingers the next, who will turn on the one after

Ashcroft's comments did not come as news to the members of

that, and so on up the chain of command.

Congress who drafted the Migratory Bird Act or the ban on fraud

That strategy has three large problems. First, success is self
defeating. Even when the government manages to convict and
punish mob chiefs like Costello, rivals are quick to take their

ulent loan applications. ( Nor, one suspects, did Robert Kennedy'S .)
When federal prosecutors use criminal prohibitions strategica lly,
members of Congress write them strategica lly. The consequence

positions. Criminal punishment becomes a weapon in criminals'

is more broadly defined crimes with more severe punishments

turf wars. Second, the domino theory of criminal prosecution

attached-and greater levels of prosecutorial discretion.

inevitably leads to perverse criminal punishment. Plea bargains in

These strategically defined crimes and punishments probably
do more to harm deterrence than to strengthen it. As Tom Tyler's

organized crime cases are designed not to obtain guilty pleas but
to buy information: the government trades immunity or charging

scholarship has shown, people obey legal rules (when they do so)

concessions for tips and testimony. Those who receive the most

not primarily because they fear punishment, but because they

favorable bargains are those who have the most information to

find both the rules and the system that enforces them legitimate.45
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Justice systems seem legitimate to individuals tempted to commit

"religious right" entered American political discourse-and so
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crimes when those systems treat criminal defendants fairly, dis

did the words "moral majority."46 One might have expected the

tinguish between more and less culpable conduct, and offer those

resu rgence in politically ac tive evangelicalism to inject new life

charged with crime the opportunity to make reasonable argu

into the campaign against gambling and other vices.

ments in their defense. The federal justice system that Kennedy

Some of that resurgent moralism may have affected the battle

and Ashcroft described-and helped to create-meets none of

against illegal drugs, which has been far more punitive than simi

those conditions. Criminal laws designed to produce easy convic

lar legal battles in the past. But the broad a ntivice campaigns of

tions may accomplish their goal, but only at the cost of the law's

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries did not reappear

moral credibility.

i n the late twentieth century. The rise of the Christian right coin

This loss of credibility proba bly contributed to the law's fail

cided with the rise of a massive market in Internet pornography

ure to contain illegal gambling markets in the mid-twentieth cen

a nd a marked coarsening of the culture of public entertainment.

tury. But the phenomenon is broader than that. The same features

Legalized gambling has become ubiquitous at the state level, and

that characterized gambling cases in the 1 9 60s-strategically

with few exceptions (really o nly one: Internet gambling), federal

defined criminal prohibitions, excessive punishments attached to

lawmakers and law enforcers have done nothing to interfere with

minor offenses, and efforts to "roll up" criminal organizations

it. I ndeed, they have lent proponents a helping hand by exempting

from the bottom-also cha racterized drug law and drug cases in

state-sponsored lotteries from federal antilottery laws.47 Why, in

the 1 9 8 0 s and 1 9 9 0 s . The chief difference is that all the relevant

an age of religion-based moralist politics, is there so little interest

practices grew more extreme: drug laws are designed to make

in stamping out gambling?

criminal convictions automatic, and the punishments attached

If Christian politics seems different in this "great awaken

to those laws are more draconian than even prosecutors wish to

ing" than in the last, perhaps that is because Christian voters

impose. (Prosecutors use those draconian laws chiefly to extract

have different theological beliefs-which imply a different moral

information; the worst penalties are imposed on those unfortu

agenda-than the beliefs and agenda to which William Jennings

nate defendants who refuse to bargain with the government.) The

Bryan's followers adhered a century ago. Bryan's version of theo

results have been no better. In the past thirty years, the drug

logically conservative Protestantism was both optimistic and

prisoner population has grown tenfold, to nearly half a mil

paternalistic. The optimism was associated with the eschatologi

lion inmates . The number of drug offenders has grown as well.

cal perspective known as postmillennialism, which holds that

Strategic lawmaking and law enforcement do not work-a lesson

Christ will return at the end of a thousand-year period in which

that might have been learned from the failed efforts to shut down

goodness abounds and the church is supreme.48 The Civil War

Mafia-run gambling operations in the 1 950 s and 1 96 0 s .

The Strange Collapse of Gambling Prohibition

a nd Reconstr uction seemed to reinforce this optimism, s uggest
ing that the federal government could be a powerful force for
cultural reform.

In the last thirty years, moralist politics and gambling regulation

This last factor, the belief in the utility of law and govern

seem to have moved in oddly divergent directions: the former

ment as agents of reform, was not limited to those who sup 

revived while the latter collapsed. After the 1 93 0 s , Protestant

ported emancipation and radical Reconstruction. The two sides

evangelicals put their cultural weapons down, and (mostly)

in the generation-long struggle over union, slavery, and civil

retired from the moral ca mpaigns of the past. But beginning

rights differed about much, but they held one conviction in com

in the 1 9 70s, moralism returned with a vengeance, beginning

mon: the belief that law and government mattered enormously.

with the advent of the pro -life movement and later extending to

The Civil War was prompted by a debate about the legal sta

opp osition to gay rights and a range of other issues. The words

tus of slavery in American territories in which almost no slaves
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lived. Legal creeds, not practical consequences, dominated the

moralism is more concerned with justice-or, from the pe[spec

argument. Likewise, Reconstruction was an often-murderous

tive of its opponents, with judgment or judgmentalism. The abor

debate about law: about federalism and democracy, civil rights

tion debate is a good illustration: while the pro-life movement

and citizenship. No generation in American history-not even

has employed paternalist-sounding arguments-for exa mple,

the generation that survived the Articles of Confederation and

the emphasis on protecting vulnerable unborn babies-its core

wrote and ratified the Constitution-engaged so passionately in

objective is to stop a perceived injustice. The goal is to save lives,

contests of legal principle. They did this because they believed in

not to save the culture.

law, because they believed that it stood for large ideals a nd could
achieve large goals.

One mark of the difference between this version of politicized
evangelicalism and the last is Christian voters' stance on eco

The generation after Reconstruction saw a revolution of its

nomic issues. Economic exploitation plays nearly no role at all in

own as the spread of industry and factories turned Jefferson's sim

the politics of the Christian right. Even ministries that focus on

ple agrarian nation into a major industrial power. It was natural

the urban poor seem more concerned with relieving individua ls'

that, when the battle over black civil rights ended (with a victory

distress-with saving lives-than with the larger economic forces

by the side that lost the war), American Christians, like the rest of

that contribute to that distress. An administration and a Congress

their countrymen, turned their attention to economic issues. For

supported by the Christia n right enacted the Bankruptcy Abuse

Bryan and for many nineteenth-century evangelicals, the goal of

Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 20 05, which made it

reform was to protect ordinary Americans from the depredations

harder for bankrupt debtors to have their debts discharged. The

of the more powerful, from both corporate robber barons and the

c ontrast with the past could not be starker. In his first run for the

purv:eyors of vice. In Bryan's view and in the view of his millions

presidency, the core plank in William Jennings Bryan's political

of Protestant followe[s, power meant economic power; it was

platform was inflation as a means of debtor relief-putting more

closely connected to the world of business and finance. Gambling

silver currency in circulation so that indebted farmers could pay

was a natural target for these cultu[al warriors.

creditors cheaper dollars than they borrowed. Bryan opposed the

Today's warriors are different: the evangelical Protestant

legislation that became the Bankruptcy Act of 1 8 9 8 for the same

moralism of the late twentieth century is neither optimistic

reason : he feared it might j e opardize the homes of financially

nor paternalistic. Evangelical Protestants invariably characterize

precarious farmers. One reason today's evangelicals are less

their activism as defensive, as a battle to preserve traditional va l

invested in battling ga mbling and state lotteries is that they a re

ues in the face of cultural erosion.49 (The "maj ority " in " moral

less invested in battling economic oppression more generally.

majority " is ironic: the energy in religious right politics stems in

Nor is this generation of evangelicals notably optimistic

large part from the belief that religious voters are a n embattled

about the power of law and government to effect large-scale

minority.) In theological terms, today's evangelicals are more

social reform. This is one reason why Christian conservatives

likely than their counterparts in the past to hold to the premillen

have found it so easy to ally themselves with libertarian free

nial view-the view that Christ will return before the thousand

m a rketeers. Legal optimism is associated with the Left; social

year reign of the church, at a time when society remains deeply

conservatives are more inclined to embrace the legal and political

infected by sin. 50 In addition to its cultural pessimism, the new

p essimism of Richard John Neuhaus or Robert Bork.

mora lism does not aim to protect ordinary Americans against

This pessimism feeds the defining goal of late twenti

exploitation-especially not against economic exploitation. Were

eth-century evangelicals: saving lives. The pro-life movement

it otherwise, opposition to state lotteries would figure much more

was born of crisis and defeat, not progress. Abortion was a lready

prominently in the movement, and campaigns against gay rights

becoming a common means of birth control when the Supreme

less so. Instead of paternalism, the new Protestant evangelical

Court legalized the practice in R oe

v.

WadeY To those who
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believed that fetuses had the moral status of born children, the

than similar vices were punished in earlier generations. But
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consequence was mass slaughter: by the late 1 9 70s, more than
one million abortions were performed each year in the United
States. This was a radical change from even a single generation
earlier. In this respect, the pro-life movement was quite different
from the antivice movements of the late nineteenth century or
the abolitionist movement that led to slavery's end. Those earlier
political movements sought to right wrongs that had long existed.
Participants in them believed in social progress; they assumed
that society was growing morally healthier as well as more pros
perous, and this assumption fueled their political movements. To
pro-lifers in the post-Roe generation, society seemed in a state of
permanent decay. Moral decline, not social betterment, seemed
the norm.
A historical coincidence helped to shape this sensibility. The
1 9 60s and 1 9 70s-the same decades during which the abor
tion rate rose steeply-saw another kind of homicide rate reach
record levels. The murder rate in the nation as a whole rose two
and-a-half times in those twenty years, a larger increase than in
any comparable period i n the past. I n cities outside the South,
the rise in violence was steeper still. Murders tripled in Chicago,
quintupled in New York and Los Angeles, and multiplied seven
times in Detroit. Nothing like that had ever happened before.
To make matters worse, the 1 9 60s and early 1 970s saw not only
steeply rising crime (the increases were not limited to homicide)
but also steeply falling prison populations. Illinois' imprisonment
rate-the number of prisoners per unit population-fell by one
third; Michigan's and New York's, by 40 percent; California'S, by
nearly half. Nothing like that had ever happened before either. 52
Nationwide, the decline in imprisonment hit its trough in
1 9 72;53 Roe was handed down in January 1 9 73 . To conservative
evangelicals, it seemed that America's legal system had lost the
capacity to punish even the worst crime-homicide-and no lon
ger protected even the most basic human right: the right to live.
The moralism of the pro-life movement can fairly be seen as an
effort to recapture that capacity.
The tide of murderous violence that engulfed American cit
ies also helps explain the staggeringly punitive approach to drug
crime after 1 9 70. Drug crimes were punished far more severely

then, those other vices were not punished as means of punishing
other, more violent crimes. Drug charges, by contrast, were
and still are-regularly used as proxies for violent crime charges
that prosecutors find difficult to prove. I f the drug war has been
fought harder and with many more casualties than earlier vice
wars, that may be because, to the lawmakers and law enforcers
who have done the fighting, it has seemed more like a real war;
the kind that yields body bags. 54
Whatever its other faults, gambling produces fewer casual
ties than the drug war. When violent crime rates skyrocketed in
the 1 960s, the Mafia seemed less frightening than before: voters
feared getting mugged, not dealing with the local numbers racket
(which usually offered better payout rates than today's state-run
lotteries). In a violent age, gambling and illegal lotteries seemed
like relatively harmless vices-far less harmful than drugs, given
the violence of urban drug markets.
Together, the shift in the orientation of evangelical Protestants
and the growing violence of American city streets dissipated much
of the energy behind gambling prohibition. At the same time, the
fiscal benefits of state-sponsored gambling made legalization of
casinos and lotteries politically irresistible. 55 Although the pay
out on state lotteries is abysmally low and the money dispropor
tionately comes from the poor and lower middle classes, state
politicians have cleverly linked the lotteries to popular middle
class initiatives such as education funding and subsidies for the
elderly. 56 Protestant evangelicals are still much more likely to dis
approve of gambling than other Americans, and they have led the
opposition to new lotteries and casinos. But gambling no longer
ranks near the top of evangelical concerns. With evangelicals
having thrown up their hands, and with the declining usefulness
of gambling prohibitions to federal law enforcers, gambling has
become a familiar presence i n nearly every state.

Lessons
Drawing lessons from history is always risky, and it is made risk
ier when the history is as sweeping and sketchy as are the dis
cussions above. Nevertheless, the post-Civil War history of the
criminal law of gambling seems to suggest three main lessons.
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The first has to do with the link between the legal regulation
of gambling and other forms of economic regulation. The ten
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protect free speech as aggressively as ours does .57 As one com
mentatOr wrote in a dismissive review of Congress' recent effort

dency today is to lump vice with traditional crimes Or with mor

to stymie Internet gambling, the " temptation for good citizens

ally charged topics like abortion. Historically and politically, vice

to ignore a stupid law is encouraged when it is unenforceable.

laws had more in common with the Sherman Act and the P ure
Food and Drug Law-early Progressive-Era legislation regulat
ing business-than with laws on those other topics. Christia ns
believed in legal regulation of vice markets because they believed
in regulating markets more generally. And both voters and politi
cians supported using criminal law as a regulatory tool because,
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, criminal law
seemed to be the most natural means for the government to regu
late businesses of all sorts.

In this, the attempt to ban Internet gambling is exemplary."58
A different regulatory strategy-more like the licensing used by
the Food and Drug Admi nistration than like the federal criminal
prohibition of lotteries-could prove more effective at addressing
the harms most often associated with Internet gambling, such as
addictive behavior and the risk of fraud. I f qualifying Internet '
gambling sites were given licenses, they could be monitored by
regulators and customers could police fraud and other miscon
duct through private litigation. One of the chief obstacles to this

Despite their similar origins, business regulation and vice

approach and others like it is the ease and familiarity of criminal

prohibition evolved in d ifferent ways-thanks in part to civil

prohibitions. In this area, at least, Congress tends to do what it

regulation. Lawsuits by custOmers or competitors of a lleged anti

has done in the recent past. Path dependency is powerful, regula

trust violators were not the key focus of political debate when the

tory innovation rare. In short, vice law arose from origins similar

Sherman Act was passed, but those lawsuits have proved more

to a ntitrust and securities law. But while those regulatory fields

important-and much more frequent-than criminal antitrust

soon transcended their criminal j ustice origins, the law of vice

prosecutions. Similar stories could be told about a range of dif

never has.

ferent regulatory statutes that govern businesses. Vice laws are

The second lesson concerns the tendency of vice prohibitions

d ifferent. Nearly always, they consist solely of criminal prohi

to evolve in d ifferent directions than their supporters expect or

bitions and, sometimes, government-prosecuted civil fines and

intend. The politicians who enacted the antilottery laws of the

forfeitures. The government's monopoly on criminal law enforce

1 8 9 0 s would likely have found the Federal Trade Commission's

ment permits the kind of enforcement tactics seen in the battles

ban

against Mafia-run gambling enterprises in the 1 9 60s a n d against

those earlier politicians a nd FTC regulators would have found

drug-dealing gangs in the 1 9 8 0s and 1 99 0 s . These enforcement

Kefauver's crusade against Mafia-run gambling astonishing.

on

lottery-style

marketing

strategies

surprising.

B oth

tactics, in turn, invite the strategic lawmaking that has so char

Needless to say, none of these government officials anticipated

acterized the war on drugs. Similar developments were far less

the massive punishments imposed o n drug defendants during the

common in securities or antitrust law because those areas have

last three decades-even though the punishments were, in large

been shaped more by private litigation.
The treatment of Internet gambling may be powerfully affec

measure, the consequence of those earlier regulatory develop
ments. The FTC's regulation seemed to follow from the merger of

ted by this historical link between vice and crimina l law-not civil

the late nineteenth century's moral condemnation of lotteries and

regulation and litigation. Over the past decade, I nternet gambling

the New Deal's emphasis on centralized regulation of interstate

has been the target of a sustained campaign aimed at criminal

businesses. Estes Kefauver's and Robert Kennedy's focus on the

prohibition. But enforcing criminal bans against Internet-based

Mafia seemed a natural next step in a society in which the busi

gambling seems like an impossible task since gambling Web sites

ness enterprises that ran most gambling operations were criminal

can be established in countries that do not prohibit them a nd

enterprises, not legal manufacturers and chain stores . The strate

since such Web sites are difficult to block in legal systems that

gic use of laws like the Travel Act to n a il mobsters was likewise
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natural, a logical response to the difficulty of proving criminal
bosses like Frank Costello guilty of ordinary crimes. 59 Once the
notion of using some criminal statutes to enforce others was well
established, it seemed natural to use easily proved drug offenses
as a means of punishing harder-to -prove violent crimes-to pun

ish violent drug dealers not for their own drug crimes but for the
violence of their drug markets.
No one planned this progression. Politicians and prosecu
tors alike used the tools that seemed most readily available to
respond to the challenges they faced. The character of these tools
in turn depended on the nature of the choices made by the previ
ous generation's politicians and prosecutors. The end products
of these unplanned, path-dependent choices may be-and in
twenty-first-century America, almost certainly are-quite differ
ent than voters or government officials would choose were they
to design the relevant laws and procedures today, from scratch.
Criminal j ustice is a n evolutionary process, and in the political
re alm, such processes are not necessarily adaptive: progress is not
the inevitable consequence of this particular form of evolution.
The legal regulation of gambling needs a new design, a differ
ent path. Crimin a l law enforcement has failed. A more classi
cally civil regulatory strategy akin to the regulation of legal drugs
(perhaps backed up by controls over the payment systems that
cover debts incurred on the Internet) might do better. It could
hardly do worse.
The third lesson follows from the second. Moral principles
do not translate neatly into effective legal prohibitions. Lotteries
may be bad public policy, but criminal bans may be even worse
policy. Law is a less powerful tool than Christians of past gen
erations, and perhaps m a ny in this generation as well, suspect.
The recent history of abor tion suggests as much. No one knows
precisely how many illegal abortions were performed in the
United States before Roe

v.

Wade, but based on conventional

estimates, the number of abortions mushroomed throughout the
1 9 60s-when abortion was a crime in all fifty states. Since 1 9 8 0 ,
the abortion rate h a s fallen nearly 3 0 percent. Abortion grew
more frequent when it was criminalized, and more rare when it
was constitutionally protected.
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The lesson applies to more than the usual list of vices a nd mor
a ls offenses. The 1 970s and 1 9 8 0 s saw criminal punishment for
violent crime rise steeply-while violent crime itself continued to
rise.60 Rates of criminal violence fell after 1 9 9 0 when American
cities hired more police officers, not so that more offenders could
be arrested and punished-arrest rates fell, and arrests of African
Americans fell even more-but so would-be offenders could be
persuaded to make different and better choices.61 Softer, less
coercive forms of policing have proved more effective in fighting
crime than the severe crimin a l punishments to which Americans
have become accustomed-just as crisis pregnancy centers have
proved more effective means of battling abortion than pro-life
legal arguments and political campaigns. Legal compulsion is
a clumsier weapon than it at first appears. Often it backfires,
harming the side that most wishes to use it. The pro-life move
ment may be better off for having lost most of its legal battles
over the past thirty-five years . The great misfortune of the move
ment to stop gambling in the United States may be that it had too
much legal success too soon.
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